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How To Build A Magnetic Energy Generator To Save Electricity At Home
Find out how you can build a magnetic energy generator to save electricity at home. Get to know the
various benefits of using magnetic generators.
Aug. 10, 2009 - PRLog -- With a magnetic energy generator, you will be able to generate completely free
electricity or energy. This device is safe and eco-friendly. But what would you do if there was a way for
you to get free electricity and free energy? How much money do you think you would be able to save per
month?
Thus, it produces free energy indefinitely, runs by itself, without having to need a third-party device or
resource to power it. The magnetic energy generator is safe to use and operate. It doesn't produce any
harmful byproducts or gases, and there isn't any hazard concerning the generator itself.
Unlike solar or wind power solutions, the magnetic energy generator does not rely on the weather to
provide power, meaning virtually no interruption in service.
There are thousands of successful magnetic energy generators being built around the world, which is a
proof that this technology really works. We predict that the technology will rapidly spread, and some
industry-insiders even predict that the magnetic energy generator will be the energy of the future. This
generator is safe to use and operate. It doesn't produce any harmful byproducts or gases, and there isn't any
hazard concerning the generator itself. There are many people that claim the concept of magnetic generator
is legit and some people allege that there is a conspiracy keeping the public from getting access to this type
of technology.
If you can create a magnetic energy generator, then you no longer have to buy power from them and that
doesn't fit into the scope of their business model. Ideally discussions should be directly related to the article,
not general discussion of the topic the article is covering.
Virtually all you need is standard household tools, such as a screwdriver. The materials for the Magnetic
Generator itself can be purchased from any local hardware store, such as Home Depot.
To build and install the magnetic energy generator, you will simply need common tools such as pliers and a
screwdriver. Material cost will vary depending on the size of the system you plan to produce, as well as
how much energy you need from it.
For those who are curious of how the magnetic energy generator works, basically, it's simply using a
scientific process called "Perpetual Motion". Perpetual motion is when a a device continues to move
without stopping. It all depends -on the size of the house and the size of the generator.
You won't have to spend years designing a machine like this one, Building your own is simple because
there are installation manuals available that do all the work for you. In fact, the generator is very basic. You
may be wondering how the system works, how expensive it is to install, and if it is easy enough for you to
build and install on your own.
You may want to get your DIY installation guide here: http://www.greenearth4energy.com/magniwork
By following the instructions, the manual proclaimed that you can build your magnetic energy generator for
a budget of less than $200. If you were to follow all the instruction, you have to spend a lot of time sourcing
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for used magnets from industrial complexes. Based on the practice I had building my magnetic power
generator, I would endorse the plans to everybody looking to reduce or eradicate their electricity bill, or just
looking to help the environment! Magnetic energy is proving to be one of the foremost sources of
alternative green energy!
After you build your generator, you will start to see the savings in the first month on your electrical bill.
This savings is going to more than pay for the manual on how to build the power generator and continue to
grow a savings each and every month thereafter. The materials needed to build the generator itself are also
surprisingly basic. A trip to any hardware store should take care of any needed materials. I just liked the
simplicity and the new way's to build and keep the relationships and REO Properties - so letting other's
know about it seemed like a no brainer.
By building an additional unit, or building a larger unit, you will be able to virtually eliminating your
monthly electrical bills! I think that is what you, or anyone else will want to have for their home. This
device will provide you free energy for life! At a small cost of less than $200 for the materials needed to
build this device, it will make up the cost very easily and rapidly. Imagine if by only using it for part of the
electric in your home it can save you 50%.
The suppression of free-energy devices such as a magnetic energy generator as well as other fossil fuel
alternatives has been proven and documented. There has even been a documentary dedicated to the
suppression of free energy devices called 'The Quest For Free Energy'.
The amount you can save by building a magnetic energy generator can vary. If you decide to build your
generator as a supplement to your current electrical installation, meaning, you are partially powering your
household, you can easily save over 50% . In my opinion anyone with moderate building skills can make
this generator. You just need to take your time and do it right. It is inexpensive to build as the parts are all
common and not pricey. It does not require solar energy or even wind for it to work.
It is a revolutionary system that implements green technology to power up every home. No special
directions for your wiring system or a need that you have to switch all your electricity receptors at home
just to use a magnetic energy generator. If you are interested to learn more about how to build your own
magnetic energy generator, visit:
http://www.greenearth4energy.com/build_magnetic_generator...
###
Andy O Silliven is an engineer and author in the fields of electrical engineering. He enjoys writing about
the topic and keeping up with current events and research in the area of renewable energy sources.
Recommends: http://www.greenearth4energy.com
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